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ABSTRACT

"The Routes Not Taked: A Look at the Long Term Impact of 'Roots"
k

Walter Gantz
k1 SUNYBukfalo

tlf , r

This study explored the me term impactof.exposure to the television

miniseries "Mots." Three specific impact areas are investigated: (1) the

perceived and experienced impact on race relations in America, (2) the stimu-

lation of searching for one's own' rbots/heritdge and (3) the stimulation of .

reading its print counterpart.

A panel design was utilized with respondents interviewedwithin a week

.after the miniseries was aired and reinterviewed one year to.the month later.

A total of 104 people responded to both waves' of telephone.inierviews.

Respondenie'tended to attribute long term pro-interracial outcomesVith

"RootsRoots."' Most continued to feel the programthad ihproved race relations by

providing a keenef sense of understanding and knowledge*of, and respect for,,

blacks: in America, Few felt Roots worsened race relations; almost none

.

experienced such an outcome. Percep tual and cognitive'shifts were not matched
. -

bypihavioral Aeons in any of the areas investigated: Despit4y.nitiaI etpec-
V

.0 . tations, few detected any Changes:in their own behaviors with people of other
0

races, few actively sought out their own roots, and fewIturned to the book

version of "Rooti" following exposUre to itstelevision version.

The paper concludes with a delineation of alternative explanations

for ,the lack ,of. long term behavioral changes. ResponOentanticipated changes
. 4 .

-may have-been minimized by a communication environment which, a1er the program,

no longer placed a premium on altering one's'interactions with people:Of other

00
, races, reading the book oz searching for one's roots.

".
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"The _Routes Not Taken:. A ok a the Long Term Impact of ''Roots "

`

ar
Our 'nation's eight days wit / "Roots" was a phenomenon chronicled by

mediaend po llster reports of unpr Cedented viewershiA and immediate conse-

quences. AnAssortment of acdonnt 'credited the program with,among others,

prompting millions'to learn \rd thei lineage, rekindling the #atiodls interest

; \ .

in its own his; ry: stioulat g.the.&ales of a book, ielsvinatin
,

g a recognition
\

.4
..

Aid,cry fot racial justice ind\prov ding the spark that ignited racial"

x i .

disturbances. Given thewpopid\Sslav ry/interracial relationships); the ppwerful

nature of its presentation, an\he public's close atpentipn to the.,Orogram, the
.

. .

4

.icing tent outcomes pf"Roots"was sub ect to much speculation andca4ful
e 1

.. I.
I-

. consideration. yhat follows is' an at iipt to look at'Oelectedllong term con-

sequences of "Root,

.

to the pro ram with

" comparing a,siall sample of respondents, initial reactions

t4e perceptions an realities of'its imPscelior those people

one ye 1S er.

...
'\

...

; :. . .

.. ..

. ,-

.1

Ratio ale . - .

; .

!

.
.

.
i,... tidiareseachsuggestsminisial.! Co sequence's (changes) subsequent to the

. - .

0
.. '

airingof en rtainmelitprogramming. "Some regard midis programming as reinforcing

the
.

the status qu
.

sincpshe content itself. represents and';eflects the mainstream
. 9 '

dl\ 4 1..

of-the society s beliefs and vines.' Oe s argue
4

tbst attitudinal changes are
i 1

mOniMized due to selective exp ure, perceP on, and retention faclors.2.. Still
s

i
. ,

' others suggest that program:messages gl) unheeded. Secause.they are net carefully
. ,

-: 1 t .
1

aptenOid to; in seeking relaxttion, media sudiences.may not. tune into a program's

. '' '-.. ...' ,

1,
.

'informative.and pershasivs.content. 3 ?bully, there ore those who point out that
.t. ! /

the
1

perceived unreality of medil ch
_

aracters and siluations lit attitudinal --
. . ..

. . ..

f
t ,
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changes apd modeling and imitative behaviord.4 Be they operating individually,

or in.conjunttion with each other, these content, selectivity, usage, and

-perceivdd reality factors are seen as curtailing any change agent funCtion of

media entertainment programming.

- With "Roots," the limiting factors mentioned above appeared inoperative.

First, the program itself' not iypical, *mainstream Americana. The dramatic,
,

7.4

detailed and sympathetic depiction of black life and history was unique on prime

time television. Moreover, the message of black determination and dignity,

especially ip the face of harsh and unfiumane conditions, was one not necessarily
r

.

encountered by many during their fordal educational experiences.. Second,

-"Ropts"Was seen by the largest audience fh American television history. Over

130 million Americans reportedly watched at least one episode of the miniseries,-

with 80 million watching its conclusion. Selective exposure operated only in'

the sense that people scheduled their activities around each evening's episode.

Third, while the program was entertaining, diversion and relaxation were not

the only motivations for watching "Roots. " Viewers also returned each night

.

because the program provided them with insight and a visual presentation of the

history of blacks, and slavery in America. Thus, the struggles of the.Kin
.

clan may have been generalize0 to unnamed thousands 'of slaves and masters in the

17Q0s and 1800s. Finally, viewer& sympathized with Kunta Kinte, and his family,

were angry at Ohat happened to them, and felt the clan was repres tivg of

slaves during those years. The program was seen as realistic. InighortRoots"

. ...

was deliberately viewed by a huge, highly interested and sympathetic audience.,

These conditi" were seen as m imizing the potential for long term impict.

ze

./
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No theoretic rationale guided the'selection of particular effects., .

. . . .
.

. included in the study. Rather, impadt-aieasete selected on the basis of the
-4

,/, prograiOtseli and media reports of its immediate and/or potential effects.
. .

Three area of impact were explored, First, present day salience Of interracial

relationships coupled with the program's coverage of the, same led to a research

emphasis on the perceiled and experienied impact of "Roots" on race relations

in imerica. Second, "toots" placed a value on learning about one's own

heritage. Media coverage of the program included accounts of Americans beginning

to trace their own roots along with "how to" advice for those becoming so ,

indlided. As such, a section of the research instrument was designed to assess

.the extent to which "Roots" stimulated similar searches. Finally, the airing of
.

"Roots" on television.loade 'the book "Roots" extremely visible and attra2tive.

"Roots" in book form was seen ai satisfying the publiOs deemingly unquenchable
a.

interest in the *Mate family. Thus, a third set of items focused-on the extent

t

to,which'exposure to-"Roots" on television led to reading its print coupaipari

Method

The first wave of data was collected within a week of the final episode.

The sample was selected fromthe greater Buffalo area.using alaystematic random,

sample of phone numbers from the area's telephdne directory. A total of 320

L.
interviews were conducted. The second wave of data was collected one year to

1,

the month later. Since the re /earth questiods fkcused on long term consequences c .

4
of,exPosure to the broadcas , attempts, were made to re-interview only those in

%'

the initial sample who said they watched "Roots" on television Orion219i:68.470 '

9.

r
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One hundred and foot such interviews were conducted, a 47.5% completIon rate.
4 t 4

There was no response for 30 numbers:(137%); fourteen numbers (6.42) were

disconnected with no forwarding number provided. Twenty7one.of the initial .

.

group of respondeits (9.6%) refused tdibe re-sinietviewed. The remainder (22.82)

. .

either moved, died, or somehow no longer/."never" resided. at the number originally

contacted at. Obstacles encountered in panel design studies apparently were

exacerbated because respondeJts-were identifiable 'only bytheir telephone number.,

,

sex, age, and education. Thus, in addition to legitimate no;answere,'"discon-
' -

0_
.

nections, refusals and "heishe no longer lives here" repo es, an unknown'number

*
of pot4

/

tial respondenti identified by their sex, age, and' education feigned

/.

.

recognition or non-existence in' orde4 to sidestep' the re-interview process.

Of those interviewed during both wavesof data dollection,,42.3x were

non-:

males, 52% were under 40 years, old, 47:1% had'at least-some FoIlegi education.

The sample was almost entirely white (97.1%). Those re- interviewed were not,

markedly. different, along any of these. demographic attributes,:than,those
..

interviewed only.. uring wave 1, although they wee slightly younger, with
.

..

proportionately fewer'blacks. Those interviewed responded. similarly to questions,

during wave 1 as those n6t re- interviewed. Thds, w,1ile the s aRP is not

representative of the American public. or-any specific constituency
.

of viewers,
-

. .. . loft

"----------ii-does--not_appear, to be so self-selective,.as 'to curtail the validity of this
4

particular over-time investigation.
. r ,

The,iiitial interview included items assessing exposure,to-and involvement,

. .

. ,

with' "Roots," perceptions.of the program's hiatorical,representativeness,.and
* -

- -

perceived cognitive, affective, and behavioral consequences ofelpsisure to 'the
.

..
. ,

s broadcast. The follow-up focused on perdeived and actual areas of impact.
.,

, -

. , ,

. . .
. ,

Questions were wordedto facilitate comparisonsibetween time 1and 2 rear/leas.comparisons

6
1
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Both Waves of :data were ,collected under the direct supervision of the

researcher. Interilewers were undergraduate and graduate stude4swith prior
. . .

telephone interviewing experience. All were trained for the speoirics of their

"Roots" assignments and paid for their efforts.'

0 Results
4

The findings are presented separately for each of the three 'criterion

variables. In each Subiection, the specific impact across the entire sample

4 will be presented first. 'Following that, coverage will focus on four fActors

potentially influencing responses. First he impact of respondent education,

age, and sex will d prrented, Second, si ce uses of a program might affect
-_ --

gratifications obt ined/the program's impac the influence of four .(researcher

generated) motivations will be examined. ose motivations, which .re ondents
, ...

rated during the initial wave of data male tion, mere: "becaus the program .

was entertaining and exciting' "because I b came involved Withthe family and

wanted tokdow what eventually happened to Lthem "; "to learn about the history
.

of blacks- n America"; and "to set what slavery was all about." Third, the

impact of the perceived reality of (a).the overall presentation of slavery, and

(b) the specific depiction of the Kinte c will be presented. As indicated

earliei, these could be Beeves directly elated to strength of pR rogram cOnse-

.

quancep. nally, and regarded as similarly related to impact, is a measure

tapping-theextent ta,which re pondeuts empathized with, what happened to, Kuita

Kinte and his descendants.

4(

I

)7
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majority (53.42) in wave 2. Conversely, hal; as many respondents in wave 2

IMPACT ON RACE RELATIONS

-6-

'

*AI

Generalized Impact: In wave 1, respondents were asked whether they

thought "Roots" would improve, worsen or have nb impact on race relations Pin

America. In wave 2, respondents were asked

improved, worsened or had no impact on race

- both points in time was enhancement of'race

whether they thought "Rbots" had

relations. The modal response.ak
. 1

relations. Respondents citing'

'improved race relktions represented a plurality (40.62) in wave 1, a small "

felt "Roots" worsened, race relations as anticipated *wave. (13.6% in wave

2, 26.2% in wave 1). Mote than half of those initia/ly fearing worsened

relationships switched to the "improve" (37.O%) or, "no impacee(18.5%) .

positions. Almost no one switched to the :'worsen

respondents.(12.7%in pave 1,, 7.8%-in wave 2) were un

impacton race relations. (See Table 1)

position.' The remaining

ain about the prog'ram's

.

Respondents over 40 and those who never attended college wiresomewhat

more likely, to indicate the program had improved rape relations than their

younger and college educated counterparts; these differences were not sta-

tistically significant however. There.were no discernable differences on the

basis of respondent sex. Those who watched the program with.a strong information

orientation Iseronkly motiviteA by "to learn about the history of blacks in

America" and "to see what slavery' was all'about") Fignificantlymorewfrequedily

"

felt the-program improved race telaeions. Strength of'entertainMent -oriented

motivations (" because the program was entertaining and exciting" and "because

liecame involved with the family and wanted to know what eventual* happened
- -

to them") did not affect these rea'ponses. Measures'asdassing the perceiyed

reality of the presentation and representativeness of the Kinte clan generally

were unrelated to the tip.. of'impact respondents ascribed to the p gram.

'While not statistically significant, the more one felt "Roots"'real tiqally

iortrayed what life was like'for blacks and slaves in the 170 t aiid 1800s or

felt Kunta Kinte andthis family were typical slaves, the more frequently ohe

,mentioned.that. "Roots" improved race. relations.

Those who felt the program affected race relations in America were asked

to specify the way or ways in.which.sudh relationi had changed. Most (78%)

indicated that "Roots" raised white consciousness and understanding of blacks.

Relatively few spontaneously suggested that the program exacerbated race
.

relations by stirring up black {,16:9%). or white (1.7%) anger or hatred. (See

Table 2) All reepondents then were regal a4ushort list of effects of 'Roots'

4
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others have mentioned" and asked, for each effect, whet er they, agreed or

lisagried it happened beCause of the program. These Gus' were seen as an

elaboration of the feelings already ascertained:\ Whi e a third (14.62) agreed

with the.statement that "Roots raisedup anger among blacks," only one in,

twenty (5.8%) agreed that "Roots" "caused racial violence." On the other hand,

there wps near unanimity with the,statements that "Roots" "increased our

knowledge of-black ,an4 American historyI and "raised black self-respect". (91.32

and 87.52 respectively). Nearly three in' four (69.92) felt -the program "faised

the respect.for blacks among whites." (see Table 3)

'Responses to the researcher - generated items were not a, function of

respondent age, education or sex. Responses were a fun4ion of strength ofthe .

V. . .

assessed motirtions for watchiing "Roots." None Oill the motivations significantly

affected, responses to all of the items measured. Nonttfieless, there appeared to

be a relationship between strengths of motivations and agieement with the effect" .

mentioned.by the interviewer. For example, thope viewing theprogram with a
N .

deep interestin seeing what slavery was all`about mote frequently agreed with
-

the statements / "Roots "7 "increased our knowledge of black an American history,"

I-
"raisediOe reapect cilf blacks mong whites," and "helped dispell mythb about

blacks'and slavery.* The perceived reality of the program's depiction of, life
. ,

i

for blacks and slaves during the period was similarly related toiagreemenF-aith .
. .

.

the effects items; the more realistic "Roots" was ,seen to be, the.more likely the
44.

.

respondenruas to agree with the ptitinterrasier ef4cts statement. The othe;,.
.. .

realismland involvement measures, were unrelatgd to these perceied effects
. , ; .

responses. ,. .
.

.4 In general, these specifics'corroborate the perceptions; assessed with the

initial perceived impact question; "Roots" was widely seenas exertinga multi-
. . , - ,, -.4

facited positive 'influence on race relations
i

41.n America. ,

4

impact on Self: On a cognitive dimenkion,-"RootsP provided a lasting

stnse of understanding of (a) treatment slaves
1

endured, an4 (b) black

, interest in their own roots. When asked the extent'to which:"Roots" gave the

respondent a bettr understanding of the injustice:slavery was for blaCks, 72.1%

in wave 1 either said "somewhat" or "much betttr";,77.4% in wive 2offered,
....

those responses. When asked the extent to which "Roots" provided a better

understanding of why blacks in America Wert-interested in,their African roots,

88-7% 9P wave 1 said "somewhat" or "much better";.the correspondingwave.2

,figure was 81.32. (See 'Table 4) 4
.

. .

5
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Ofthe four viewing motivations assessed,only one ('because the program

was entertaining and exciting")was ureIated to these specific cognitive outcomes.

Statistically significant positive relationships existed between motivations and

understanding of the injustices of slavery and interest among blacks now in

their African heritage. The deidgraphic, perceived lieality, and involvement
,

variables exerted no effect on responses to these items.

Theseresponsep suggest that -.112oots" facilitated a long term sense of-/

understanding about a segment of black history and present dayneeds.

On a behavioral dimension, wave 2 respondents were asked whether "Roots"
4

had any actual impact on their own interactions with people of other races. Less

than one in four (23.1%) responded affirmatively;. 75% said the program had no

beaiing on such behaviors. There were no statistically' significant education,_

age or sex differences for this response; those under 40 and those whonever

attended cdllege were slightly more likely to acknowledge the ptogramis

on their own interfacial behavioral patterns. Strength of information orl,entation

appeared totrinfluence respondent behaviors; those who indicated that. "Roo

.had an impact on their behaviors with .people of other races were'signific tly

more 'likely to have been strongly motivated by a desire to learn about the

history of blac in Americ.a and see what slavery wasall about. Strength.of

entertainment m tivationt varied directly with acknowledgement of behavioral

_impact although differences were not statistically significant. Those who ..

perceived the program and family as realistic and representative were somewhat,

although not statistically aignifieantli47ore likely to say they changed their

.interracial behaviors'becaUse ef"Roots." Anger at the treatment Kinte and his

family received was significantly related to AiPact; those whose behaviois were

changed were okice as likely to have indicated the. treatment givep to the Kinte

clan made them fetl "very angry." .

Those acknowledging behavioral changes were asked an open- ended follow-

up assessing the specifics of those changes. Very few overt changes were

reported: Instead, respondents tended to mention attitudinal differences,'

athbugh such changes. may haVe behavioral manifestations.' "RtSpect and

standing" was the most frequently mentiOned "behavioral'. change. Table 5
.

prOvides
e
the complete set of responses.

.
'

-

s

A

: A

7
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.

-On the 1.dmlie,:fears About "Roots" exerting a digatAre influence op ,

. tot

relatiode seem-uuwarrented. Few in this sample felt the program worsened race,.

relations; almost hone actually
.

exiierienced such an Outcome- On the-other
. .

hand, while respondents tended 'to link:"Roots"witb.a variety of brigh/
.

.

--positive racial outcomes, only a relative handful reported changeskin their .

,

own interracial behevidrs. At least for thispmple, the observable impact of
.

"Roots" 611 race relations was minimal. ,
4

o g

SEARCH FOR ONE'S PAST

A majority of respondents in wave l.said "Roots" stimulated, their interest

in their own beritage;.cee in five was "much more interested" following exposure
0

the show. Despite this.apperent surge of, interest, fewfollowed through.
. .

In wave 2, when asked ,about searching for .their own roots ("either by asking
.

.

other people, gbing to record books; or things"like that"), 004)16.8% said

they had. Of those, slightly more were over 40.. Search -was not at 411 related

to respondent education, sex, of motivations for watching die program. Interest-
.

ingly, while those who subsequently soight'their otswroots were slightly more'N

angry at the treatment givento Kunte Mate and hie fAmily, they were signif

.cantly less likely tO.see
47

"Roots" as realistically portraying life
t.

. . .
and slaves'during the.period covered. . = i

.. . .

a

acks

.
S.

... Responses to the follow-up assessing how the searches-were ndeftaken
. .

suggested a less than thorough.appsoach to the activity. While Brie parr Nired
*

an invtstigator and .most (15 of 17) spoke to relatives, only a third weni,to. .-

anYfamill---documents. No one either wet to a library Or wrote any Ieiters.

related totheir search. . .

.

k. 4 For thesa respondents, loots" triggered an interest but not a; massive

search for one's past. Most of the sampie161.5%) felt no more informed about
-0

their own roots one year after the program than they.did-belore " ote was aired.
.

(See

1.

a

4

Table6) ''i.t

.
:

.

SIMULATION OF READING . / ). ' , . '

Wave 1 data suggest, that exposure.to "Roots" would stimulate reading or
. 40

the book from which the program was based. Among those.who hadn't alieady read

the book (74.22' of the sample), niirltihalf, (45.7%) exPresled substantial ,

interest in reading it after seeing "Roots", on TV; as addreional:14.9% expressed

moderate interest. Moreover, more than half.(57.9%) said' they expected to , .

Oa
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)
read the. book. One year later, only 4 more respondentnrhad read "icooa'." -

Given the rarity of program related re"latng, no brefkdowns of such readers
. . ,

. , .' -

ere undertaken. .e.

.
% What happened? 'Why didn't those who expected te.i.read "Roots" read it?

., . 1 ,

--IqssrmtifcTnot reading varied, but tended to center around time limitations aid

lack of interest. Nearly half (43%) claimed they just didn't have the time. to ,

read the book. One in f r (247%) wasn't interested; 23,7% felt that watching

"RooteOn televsionvas en ugh. Several respondents said they coaldn't,aiford

to purchase the book. For whatever reasons or. post -hoc rationalizations; exposure-
.

to the televised versaon of "Roots" generally did not activate this sample Into

-10-

ti

s

1 "Roots:" Most of eitoae interitiewed continued taTfeel a keener send;'ol unaet-
. 04- .. .

standing about blacks in America because of the program. Moreover,,most felt
.

"Root's" proved race relations by increasing knowledge/dispelling myths about '',

blaCks and.slavery and raising'white and black respect for blacks. 'The longevity 1

-,..

of the perceptions and cognitive changes reported may ke4of social and .

'reading its full length written copnterpart.

.
Discussion

'Respondents tended to attribete long term pro - interracial outcomes with

scientific. significance. These Ahifts nay reflect a.deep-seated change in the

way Americans cognitively map blacks. One outcome of this may be mere open,

_flexible,. and ultimately meaningful interracial interactionsj-iht,results.also

) puggestIthe media ,capable, of long term as well as transitory, and
. .

4..central as well as seperficial,beliefsystem changes. The media'sinput in any

. 're-socialization processmay'be more meaningful than typically thought:of.

Perceptual, and= cognitive shifts, were not matched by behavioral changes in.'

any of the three areas investigated. Despite respondent expectations following

expOsure to "Roots", the programIsbehavioral impact.on tho eyed appeared

to be minimal. While most said "Roots" affected race relations pa, few, detected

any changes in their qwn behaviors with people of other races: .While'most

claimed "Roots" stiMulated an interest in their own roots, few actively sought

tout such information. -While most intended to read Moots," almost none did.so

followingrexposure to the program.

Why was the behavioral impact minimal? one explanation can be called the

excuse approachat is, despite the`best of intentions, respondents were

unable to carry through because of extenuating circumstances. Thus, respondents

1 '
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.reportedfew behiporal chahges because many may not-.have had

demonstrate new interracial behayiors, cOuldnit find the time

aearchAdk their own rota or read "Roots" in.hard over form:
-

f

An Alternative explanation is that mass media programs generally exert

the opportunit7 to

and/or money tip

minimellong cam and/or bellavidral influence. While excitement is stimulated and

emotions and moved,. media presentatins may be relatively ineffective vehicles

of change becauseoprogram.messages'are pot tailored to, received or given

edenceby audience members .'hose predispositions ae strong enoug h to'

neu ralize motivation, perceived reality and involvement factors. Individuals

are ed but see others as more susceptible to media influence. Thus, effetts

are aces dedto others but not :o self. The patitity of behavioral changes

u1d be interpreted as supporting this obstinate audience null effectsreported,

eachOol of th ught.. The impact of viewer motivations and perceptions of the -

, content and i context provides.additional suppArt in thisperspective; the

active viewer i luenced the outcome of exposure to media-fare..

: A third e anation falls betwe" the two'described above. Here, effects

Ike seen as dependen oh the on-going communitarion,environgent endOmpassing

each individual. Chan eshen would be a function of theemtent to which the

ounding a program facilitated or inhibited its,communication environment sur j.
impact. Thus,eshile episode ne through eight were aired and viewed, media an d

,

interpersonal eemmunications fo ered a climate/Where cognitive, affective and
1.7

behavioral changes were possible, acceptable./ Later as the winter wore on and,

* discuisiens returned to "normal;"- contInuediaffikma4ion of initial reactions,

okkii Cie fore of behaviors, was.uncalledforiandia t--deunneeded. ---Whiitedcrucial2

during the dominance of "Roots" became relatively unimportant When"Roota" Was

no longer the object of much attention. !Lack of time and interest could be

reflective of achanged environment which no longer places a premium on, in this

ease, reading the book or searching lorone's roots. Differences across

respondents would be atrributet to different communication environments; those

'that moved could have be4n iircommunicaton ehvirodkents which placed "Roots" in

a central positiiin for a peTiod of time:long enough to evoke changes.

I

-Given the third explantion proVidd above, it may be that the long term

behavioral consequences of exposure' to loots" have yet 'to be felt.. When "Roots"

is repeated and)fta sequel tired, the co unicationenvitonment may change_again,
4

.

, .

stiaulating the behaviors anticip '*ted on year ago. Time and further'investigal
.

---117Abil -taAdoament this'06-seibility.
'

.

-...
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Table 1. Perceived Impact on Race Relations: Geneial Overview
.

impact I' Wave 1 Wave 2

Improve race relations

Worsen race relations

No impact on race relations

Uncertain aiiiut.Ampact

20.4%

12.7%.

53.4%

13.6%

25.2%

1.8Z

It

Wave 2

improve Worsen . NO Impact Uncertain

-

Improve

Worsen

Wave 1 No impact

Uncertain

O

k,

e.

71.4%

7.0%-.

2.9%.

0.0%

ti

2-.42

40:7%

9.5%

0.0%a

es

16.7% 9.5%

18.5% 3.7%

42.9% 4.8%

33.3%' 16.7%

0

t



N\NNTdble 2. Perceived ct on. RaceRelations:
S ntaneousl Gene tbd Res oases*

!'f Effect \ .

r
Raised white consciousness and
understanding of blacks; helped
dispell myths' 713.0%

4creased knowledge of black and
American history 27.1%

Raised white respedi for blacks

Stirred up black 'anger & bitterness
.

16.9%

Increased sympathy for black rights 10.2%
4 ,

Raised black self-respect 6.8%

Stirred up white anger & prejudice 1.7%
f

a

r
AP'

410

*assessed only among respondents who believed the program had an impacton race
relations
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Table 3. Perceived Impact on Race Relations:
Effects

Responses to Specific

Effect

Caused racial violence

Raised black self -- respect

t. .

elpedrdispell myths about
blacks 6 slavery

Stirred up anger among blacks

-. ,

Raised the, respect of blacks-

among whites

'increased.our knowledge of
black 6 American history

Agree Disagree

. 5.33%.

8.7%

R
74.0% ,20.2%

34.62 .57.7%

69.92 . 25.2%

-

91.3% 6.7%

90.3%

Don't Know

3.9%

,3.8%

. Ss

4.9%

/

4K

. 1'.
..,

O
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Table 4. Reported. Cognitive Changes Experienced bi.the
Respondent

k

E.

Item .Wave 1

1

' Wave 2

0

V

Extent to which "Roots" gave
respondent," better understanding
of the injustice slavery was for'
blacks:.

4

'Duch better undeiptauding

Somewhat better. understanding

Not much better understanding

No better wnderstanding

Extentto which'"Roots" gave respondent
a better understanding'of`why blacks
in Americaare interested in their
Afritan roots: '

Much better understanding

,Somewhat better understanding .

Not much better understanding

No better understanding

g

* ,30.8%

',41,3Z

16.3%
4

. 11.5%

42.3%

46.4%

6.2%

5.2%

38.2%

39.2%

10.3%

34.4%

46.9%

10.11\N

8.42 . As

a

et,; >
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Table 5. Reported Interracial Behavioral
Changes

.Increased respeCt, understanding and
awareness of black history,
heritage, and du).ture

Number_of Respondents Mentioning Each Change

\

t i

15

Mine tolerant treatment of blacks 5

Went out of way to be kind or. correct.
previous wrongs / .

More relispue

Stopped calling blacks names .

Got involved in some racial violenci

.

2



Table 6: Interest and Knowledge About One Own'Roots Triggered by
\ Exposure to "Recite"

V

Wave 1 (Wave 2

Extenr.to which "Roots" made respondent
more interested in own,roots1

iuch more interested

somewhat more interested

"'not much more interested
, - ---

no more interested

Petceived level of informedness about one's
own roots when compared with before,
"Roots" aired the previous yekr:

now much more informed

now somewhat more informed

now not much more informed

now no more informed

1/4

I

I

19.8%

42;6%

16.8%

20.8e

.rs

"Se

4.8%,

16.4%

17.3%

61.5%

a
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